A fundamental and often final step in time series modeling is to assess the quality of fit of a proposed model to the data. Since the underlying distribution of the innovations that generate a model is often not prescribed, goodness-of-fit tests typically take the form of testing the fitted residuals for serial independence. However, these fitted residuals are inherently dependent since they are based on the same parameter estimates. Thus standard tests of serial independence, such as those based on the autocorrelation function (ACF) or distance correlation function (ADCF) of the fitted residuals needs to be adjusted. The sample splitting procedure in Pfister et al. (2018) is one such fix for the case of models for independent data, but fails to work in the dependent case. In this talk we show how sample splitting can be leveraged in the time series setting to perform tests of serial dependence of fitted residuals using the ACF and ADCF. Here the first half of the time series are used to estimate the parameters of the model and then using these parameter estimates, the entire time series is used to compute the estimated residuals. The ACF and ADCF tests of serial independence tests will then have the same limit distributions as though the underlying residuals are indeed iid. (This is joint work with Leon Fernandes.)
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